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TREE PROBLEM GOT YOU STUMPED?

The law allows you to cut back any branches or roots from neighbours’ trees that are 
encroaching on your property. You can cut them back as far as the neighbour’s boundary. 
If the encroaching parts of the tree are causing any damage, you can remove the 
branches or roots and go to the Disputes Tribunal or District Court to claim the cost of 
doing the work and repairing the damage caused to your property.   

Michaela Barnes | Solicitor
Litigation & Disputes Resolution
For more information  
contact Michaela Barnes at  
michaela.barnes@glaister.co.nz

If your neighbours’ trees are dangerous or 
blocking your view or light, you can apply 
for a special type of District Court order 
to get the tree removed or trimmed. The 
Court’s discretion to make such an order is 
often exercised cautiously. The Court must 
consider whether it is fair, reasonable, and 
necessary to remove or trim the tree to 
prevent: 

a) a risk to someone’s life, health, or 
property

b) any unreasonable obstruction of your 
view

c) any unreasonable interference with your 
ability to grow trees or crops; or

d) any unreasonable interference with your 
use and enjoyment of your property.

The Court must also take into account 
whether the tree was already there when 
you purchased the property, the interests 
of the public in maintaining an aesthetically 
pleasing environment, and any historical, 
cultural, or scientific significance of the 
tree. And, the Court must be satisfied the 
refusal to make an order would cause more 
hardship to you than your neighbour whose 
tree will be removed or trimmed. 

If you are granted an order to remove or 
trim a tree, your neighbour has 20 working 
days to carry out the court order (unless 
the Court has allowed more time). This 
will often be at your cost. However, if your 
neighbour has not done the work within the 
required time, you can ask the neighbour 
or the Court for permission to go onto your 
neighbour’s property and do the work on 
the tree yourself. You will, then, be entitled 
to recover the full costs of the work from 
your neighbour.  /

Should you wish to discuss any of the above, 
please do not hesitate to contact  
Michaela Barnes (DDI: (09) 913 2251;  
michaela.barnes@glaister.co.nz)
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3. My partner and I have already talked about 
it, and they promised me they won’t go after 
my stuff if we separate – An agreement, oral 
or written, made between two parties will 
not be binding unless it has been entered into 
under section 21 of the Act, as a contracting 
out agreement and complies with certain 
requirements.

4. But, I bought this house way before I met my 
partner – Sorry! Currently, under the Act, the 
“family home” becomes relationship property 
after three years regardless of who purchased it.

5. You can just download a template agreement 
from the internet and take it to a lawyer to get it 
signed – Firstly, no lawyers (at least, most lawyers) 
will sign off an agreement that you have prepared 
and presented to them. Secondly, a contracting 
out agreement requires more than witnessing: it 
requires the lawyer, who witnesses the signature 
of a party, to “certify” that the effect and 
implications of the agreement has been explained 
to that party.

6. But I don’t want my partner to know everything 
I own – A contracting out agreement should list 
all of the assets that are to be covered by the 
agreement.  So if you want to protect it, disclose it 
in a way that is clear enough to identify the asset.

7. What’s mine is mine. What’s yours is yours. Isn’t 
that fair? – If you keep everything separate, you 
run the risk of the agreement becoming unfair 
later on; especially if there is a disparity in your 
wealth or incomes, as there is no opportunity to 
accumulate relationship property.

8. It’s a waste of money – If you have something 
worth protecting, get a contracting out 
agreement. Not having a contracting out 
agreement could cost you a lot more later on. / 

Should you wish to discuss any of the above and how it may 
affect you, please do not hesitate to contact Christina Lee 
(DDI: (09) 969 1212; christina.lee@glaister.co.nz).

1. They’re only for people who are about to get married – 
What is commonly called and understood as “a pre-nup 
agreement” is for married couples, civil unions, and couples 
who live together in a de facto relationship; not just people 
about to get married. The correct name is a “contracting out 
agreement”, because it allows couples to “contract out” of 
the Property (Relationships) Act 1976 (“the Act”).  The Act 
governs how the property of couples in relationships should 
be divided at the end of their relationship. By entering into a 
contracting out agreement, you decide how your property is 
divided when your relationship ends by separation or death.

 
2. I’m all sorted.  All my assets are in my trust – There used 

to be a time when you could protect your assets by putting 
them in a trust. Sadly, those days are gone. Trusts can be 
challenged, and your entitlements under your trust can be 
subject to a relationship property division. If you really want 
to ensure your assets are protected or already have a trust 
in place, we highly recommend you have a contracting out 
agreement in place as well.

EIGHT 
PRE-NUPTIAL 
MYTHS

THERE ARE EIGHT 
THINGS YOU PROBABLY 
DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT  
PRE-NUPTIALS  
 

Christina Lee | Associate 
Family Law
For more information, 
contact Christina Lee at 
christina.lee@glaister.co.nz
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In New Zealand, district plans made under the Resource 
Management Act 1991 define where and how unit title 
developments should be constructed. Unit titles law deals with 
matters of ownership and relationships between owners in 
completed developments.

The primary planning framework for Auckland is the Auckland 
Unitary Plan: Operative in Part (AUP). The AUP was made 
operative in part on 15 November 2016 and will be fully 
operative when all appeals against decisions on the AUP have 
been resolved. The AUP is the combined district and regional 
plan for Auckland. It is intended to help Auckland meet its 
economic and housing needs by determining:
• what can be built (and done) where
• how to create a higher quality and more compact Auckland
• how to provide for rural activities; and
• how to maintain the marine environment.

The AUP enables and encourages residential intensification 
through a variety of planning tools including:
• zoning
• activity status
• anticipated development outcomes; and
• performance standards.

Under the AUP, residential intensification in Auckland will 
take the form of low to mid-rise apartments and mixed-use 
developments in suburban areas, and more intense high-rise 
buildings in centres and along strategic transport corridors.

But there are numerous challenges to be overcome for 
Auckland to achieve the level of intensification anticipated 
and provided for in the AUP. Every phase of the development 
process throws up different challenges, which are by no means 
unique to Auckland.

Sustainable growth and intensification require these challenges 
to be met and dealt with successfully.

The most significant challenges relate to our perception of 
the physical changes to our environment that come with 
intensification, and the associated behavioural changes that are 

required to accommodate a new style of living. The traditional 
view of New Zealand home ownership – a quarter acre section 
with a three- to four bedroom house on it in the suburbs – has 
long gone in Auckland. But, alternative housing types are still 
not necessarily accepted across the board.

Changing demographics and modern digital-era lifestyles 
are changing what we need in a house. A lot of would-be 
homeowners do not necessarily want the burden of maintaining 
a house and garden, and are attracted to smaller allotments, 
terrace-style townhouses, or apartments. Others, however, are 
wary of the loss of autonomy and privacy that is associated with 
multi-owner properties.

Fundamental challenges to residential intensification, therefore, 
include:
• demand and perception – are the housing types anticipated 

by the AUP the types of houses that people want to buy and 
live in?

• affordability – high land prices and construction costs make 
multi-storey buildings expensive to build and buy into, and 
they can also be more expensive to operate and maintain

• NIMBYism – neighbour opposition to more intensive 
development can be substantial and potentially fatal 
to a development proposal; especially in character 
neighbourhoods that have been up-zoned in the AUP.

Other, more site-specific challenges relate to the design and 
construction of buildings. A building that complies with the 
performance standards in the AUP may still fail to meet the 
actual needs of future unit occupiers. Key issues in this respect 
include:
• inadequate infrastructure
• insufficient car parking
• insufficient storage
• inadequate acoustic insulation between units both vertically 

and horizontally
• poor building product selection for location and durability; 

and
• uncertainty or disputes between unit occupiers as to 

allowed or acceptable uses of unit property.

Building design and construction can have a significant impact 
on the annual running costs of a building as well as the costs 
of repair and maintenance over the life of the building. 
Unfortunately, none of the issues listed above are dealt with 
cleanly in either the planning or unit title law frameworks.

The AUP offers significant opportunities for developers and 
landowners for residential intensification. However, to make the 
most of the opportunities offered by the AUP, the regulatory 
framework for unit title developments needs to react too. 
Issues with the suitability and application of the Unit Titles Act 
2010 need to be addressed to ensure that the governance, 
funding, and management of relationships between owners do 
not let unit owners and occupiers down.

There is no doubt that Auckland will experience residential 
intensification – it has started already. In-fill subdivision and 
unit title subdivision are occurring all over the city with varying 
degrees of success. The real measure of success, however, will 
be seen in the longer-term.

To make unit title development living an attractive option to 
more people (and therefore a viable option for developers and 
investors), these things need to happen:
• developers need to think beyond the minimum 

performance standards in the AUP
• unit owners and occupiers need to understand what it is 

they are buying into or living in so that expectations are 
closer to reality

• buildings need to reflect how people want to live now as 
well as how we may live in the future (for example, public 
transport needs to improve for buildings without car 
parking to be a functional option)

• building materials and construction techniques need to 
meet, if not exceed, minimum durability requirements; and

• quality architectural and landscape design need to be a 
priority for all buildings.

Vicki Toan presented a version of this paper to the 14th Annual 
Australian College of Strata Lawyers Conference in Auckland on 
28 February 2019. /

This article was originally published in our Body Corporate 
Update for March 2019.

Should you wish to discuss any of the above and how it may 
affect you, please do not hesitate to contact Vicki Toan  
(DDI: (09) 914 3501; vicki.toan@glaister.co.nz).

PLANNING AND UNIT TITLES: INTENSIFICATION IN AUCKLAND

There is a close relationship between planning or resource management and unit titles law. The overlap between 
the two areas of law is, however, limited, and this may affect intensification in Auckland.

Vicki Toan | Partner 
Resource Management  
& Unit Titles
For more information  
contact Vicki Toan at 
vicki.toan@glaister.co.nz
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Minimum Wage:

As from 1 April 2019, the minimum 
wage has been increased to $17.70 per 
hour (with the starting out or training 
rate increased to $14.16). Employers 
are required to advise any affected 
employees and record the change in 
writing. This can be done by drafting 
a Variation Letter for the employee to 
sign. A copy of the signed Variation 
Letter should be retained for the 
employer’s record, which will then be 
available in the event of an audit by 
Labour inspectors. 

It is also important to ensure that 
wages of employees whose pay rates 
are defined in relation to the minimum 
wage (for example, 5% above the 
minimum rate) are also increased to 
reflect the new minimum wage. As 
employers, you should be aware that a 
potential effect of this increase in the 
minimum wage is to put pressure on 
other wages; especially if you wish to 
maintain a gap in pay rates or relativity 
between junior and more experienced 
employees.  

Domestic Violence:

Also, from 1 April 2019, employers are 
required to allow employees affected 
by domestic violence up to 10 days 
paid leave. An employee may take 
this leave as and when required, in 

a similar manner to existing sickness 
or bereavement leave. An affected 
employee may also apply for a short-
term (up to 2 months) variation to their 
working arrangements; such as, hours 
of work, location, or duties.
Employers must ensure they do not 
treat an employee adversely on the 
grounds that they are, or suspected to 
be, affected by domestic violence.

Trial Periods:

As from 6 May 2019, businesses with 
more than 20 employees will no longer 
be able to include trial periods in 
their terms of employment; although, 
employers with less than 20 employees 
will still be able to do so. Instead of trial 
periods, businesses will have the option 
of imposing a probationary period, but 
if a new employee is dismissed during 
this period, the employer will be left 
open to a claim for unjustified dismissal. 
During a probationary period, the 
employer is still required to have cause 
to dismiss an employee and follow a fair 
and reasonable process before taking 
that step. /

If you have any queries concerning 
the changes or would like assistance 
in reviewing or advising on terms of 
employment, please do not hesitate to 
contact Brett Vautier (DDI: (09) 356 8231; 
brett.vautier@glaister.co.nz)

UPDATES IN EMPLOYMENT LAW –  
RECENT CHANGES TO EMPLOYERS’ OBLIGATIONS

Brett Vautier | Partner 
  Employment Law

Litigation & 
Disputes Resolution 
For more information 

contact Brett Vautier at 
  brett.vautier@glaister.co.nz
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GLAISTER ENNOR ELEVATES NICOLE WARNER AND  
ANNICE WOOD TO SENIOR ASSOCIATE
 
We are pleased to announce the promotion of two outstanding lawyers in our commercial 
property team. We congratulate Nicole Warner and Annice Wood on becoming senior 
associates.  Both are high-performing lawyers who demonstrate exceptional client focus and a 

depth of knowledge and experience in commercial property.
 

 

Nicole Warner 
Nicole is a commercial property lawyer and 
acts for developers and their construction 
partners in both the private and public sector.  
With over 10 years’ experience, Nicole has 
considerable expertise in large-scale property 
development and complex commercial 
property transactions.  The development of 
large-scale, vibrant and sustainable urban 
communities is at the heart of Nicole’s work.  
She provides tailored advice that is strategic, 
pragmatic and commercially-focused. 

Annice Wood 
Annice is a commercial property specialist 
with close to 10 years’ experience in the 
legal sector.  She advises on all aspects of 
commercial property law including sale 
and purchase, due diligence, conveyancing, 
syndicated property investment and 
commercial leasing.  Annice provides tailored 
advice that ensures the client’s commercial 
and strategic goals are kept foremost in mind. 
 

Nicole Warner | Senior Associate
Property 
For more information, contact Nicole Warner at 
nicole.warner@glaister.co.nz
DDI: (09) 969 1215

Annice Wood | Senior Associate
Property, Investments 
For more information, contact Annice Wood  
at annice.wood@glaister.co.nz
DDI: (09) 356 8236

NEW SENIOR ASSOCIATES AT GLAISTER ENNOR:

The appointments were effective from 1 April 2019.


